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About Us

In the past six years The Bike Project has:
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Founded in 2013, The Bike Project 
provides an innovative solution to one 
of the most pressing problems facing 
refugees in the UK: the cost of 
transport and the impact that the lack 
of mobility has on the daily lives of 
refugees.

donated 4,263 bicycles
 
hosted 448 volunteers
 
taught over 253 women to cycle
 
Matched 79 Bike Buddies

We welcomed last year’s 80p increase to 

asylum support, but as the government’s 

Immigration Act continues to restrict access 

to housing and financial support, refugees are 

put in an increasingly vulnerable position 

where they are dependent on charitable aid 

to survive.

 

As a consequence, the financial savings and 

access to services that a bike gives our 

beneficiaries has never been more significant.

Our mission is simple – to match up 

refugees without the means or money 

to travel around with the thousands of 

abandoned or unwanted bikes in 

London and beyond.

 

Every year 13,500 asylum seekers arrive 

in London alone whilst 27,500 bikes 

are abandoned in the capital over the 

same period. By refurbishing these 

abandoned bikes, The Bike Project has 

created a model with financial, social, 

health and well being benefits for one 

of the UK’s most isolated and 

economically deprived groups.



Demand for bikes has never been higher and we have donated 

4,268 bikes to date, 1,208 in the last 12 months alone. Following 

the the launch of Bike Buddies in 2018, 200 beneficiaries (30%) 

requested extra support in the form of a Bike Buddy to meet up 

with locally after taking their bike home.

This report is intended to give an overview of our activity 
over the last year in delivering a new befriending project, 
Bike Buddies.
 
Bike Buddies matches beneficiaries who have received a 
bike from us with a London cyclist. This report includes key 
outcomes, participant experiences and key findings as well 
as our next steps for continuation of this pilot project.

After taking their bike home, beneficiaries can lack the 

confidence to cycle independently. Some people have not been 

in the UK for long and may not have ever ridden on the road, let 

alone cycled in London before.  In 2018,  we trained 49 Bike 

Buddies who have helped tackle this issue by meeting up with 

79 beneficiaries in their local area to ride together.

Bike Buddies

Coming from countries where women are not encouraged to cycle, 

learning to ride as an adult is more than a practical necessity, it 

represents an act of rebellion against deeply ingrained beliefs and 

cultural taboos. A Bike Buddy can give added confidence once a 

woman takes a bike home and starts cycling independently. In fact, 

43% of the Pedal Power graduates from 2018 requested on-going 

support in the form of a Bike Buddy.

79

200
beneficiaries 
requested a 
Bike Buddy

bike buddy 
matches 
made in 
2018
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43% 
Pedal Power 

graduates 
requested a 
Bike Buddy

beneficiaries that 
volunteer with us 
were supported 
to do so by their 
Bike Buddy

30% 30% of our refugee volunteers have been referred back to us 

for volunteering as a result of encouragement or support from 

their Bike Buddy. We redesigned our volunteering programme 

in 2018, to provide a higher quality volunteer experience with a 

talent development stream to further support volunteers with 

a refugee background. Volunteers receive training which 

ensures they gain new skills as well as vital experience of a UK 

workplace.  

Demand for a Bike Buddy

Key factor for Pedal Power transition 

Supporting our beneficiaries into volunteering

Total matches made
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Why we need Bike Buddies

leading an active social life which can have negative impacts on self esteem and confidence. 

This is corroborated by the 2017 Jo Cox report on Loneliness which found 58% refugees in 

London described loneliness and isolation as their biggest challenge.

 

Bike Buddies seeks to a) tackle barriers that prevent refugees using their bike regularly 

including social confidence and local knowledge and b) bring together refugees with 

volunteers from a different social background to themselves to reduce negative stereotyping 

and increase the trust between refugees and the communities they live in.

 

Outcomes of the pilot

The Bike Project has proven cycling can make a difference to the life 

of refugees in London through the donation of a bike, safety 

equipment and offering road safety advice. But understandably, 

some beneficiaries still lack confidence to cycle independently when 

taking their bike home.

 

Refugees may not have been in the UK for long, may not have ever 

driven a car or cycled on the road, let alone cycled in London before.  

In addition to such practical barriers, beneficiaries also report feelings 

of isolation and loneliness as most are prohibited from working 

and/or living off limited incomes. This restricts people from 

For the 12 month period until December 2018:

168 people applied to become a Bike Buddy volunteer

3 Bike Buddy training days were held, attended by 63 

people.

49 attendees completed their induction and went on to 

become active Bike Buddies

79 matches were made between Bike Buddies and 

beneficiaries

100% of beneficiaries and volunteers surveyed said that 

they would recommend Bike Buddies to a friend

200 of eligible beneficiaries registered an interest in 

being matched with a Bike Buddy

In the inaugural year of Bike Buddies we have matched 

79 refugee cyclists with a volunteer in their local area to 

help them build confidence using their bike through 

going on rides together and sharing their enjoyment of 

and enthusiasm for cycling. The project has now become 

a core extension to our beneficiary support,  removing 

the barriers to cycling and linking refugees to the places 

they now call home, wherever they are living in London.
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You should be able to fit 
2 fingers under the strap.

What the meet ups are like

How it works

71% of rides included a park / common

55% of rides included quiet roads

52% of rides included busy roads

19% of rides included signed cycle routes

8% of rides included a cycle superhighway

Volunteers apply to participate in one of the 3 induction and 

training days which were held across the year.  Once volunteers 

have attended training they must then decide on their 

availability, location and gender preference for meet ups. These 

variables are then used to make matches. 

 

Volunteers must next complete a DBS check and are then 

ready to be matched with a beneficiary.  After the initial 

introductions and exchange of phone numbers, we keep in 

touch with each volunteer and beneficiary to monitor progress. 

We also ask volunteers to complete ride reports every time a 

meet up happens which helps us track their progress.

Of the first meet ups, 58% were organised by volunteers, 

but by the third ride this had reduced to 33%, showing the 

increase in social confidence of beneficiaries who took the 

initiative to make plans to meet up. The rides took place in 

a variety of contexts:

 

 

Below is an example ride report the way that volunteers more broadly describe meetups :

For our Bike Buddies we suggest up to 3 meet-ups over a period of three months, We found 

that some meet up more than this, and others less.



For some beneficiaries, just one meet-up can be transformative because of the local 

knowledge shared by our volunteers. Somebody new to riding a bike and living in London can 

gain a lot from meeting with a local who is able to show them the green spaces, quiet and 

safe cycle routes, provide help with journey planning and tips on how to best look after your 

bike. Our Bike Buddies also go one step further and have helped beneficiaries with local 

resources such as where to pump up your tyres for free, how to access free cycle training 

lessons in their borough and linked them with other free activities and services such as 

libraries, museums and social rides in their local area.

As well as ride reports we carried out evaluation surveys with both volunteers and 
beneficiaries to learn about the challenges and benefits of their Bike Buddy experience.

Lessons learned

While there was huge interest in Bike Buddies, there was an obvious disparity between where 

our volunteers and beneficiaries live. Many beneficiaries are housed in Greater London 

boroughs, while volunteers tended to be from a more central north-south corridor of London.  

An additional challenge was that while we had female volunteers for women with a 

preference for meeting  someone of the same gender, female beneficiaries with children 

could only meet during school times, when most of our female volunteers were working. We 

will keep this in mind and try to address it in our next volunteer recruitment round.
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Twenty-one graduates of Pedal Power - our cycling lessons for refugee women - also 

registered for Bike Buddies. For these women, the transition from group cycling to cycling 

independently is a big step and a Bike Buddy is just what is needed to move on from group 

lessons to cycling independently at home.  30% of our refugee volunteers who help out in 

our office, workshop and at Pedal Power were referred back into volunteering opportunities 

by their Bike Buddies, this has greatly improved the representation of beneficiaries amongst 

our volunteers which has more than tripled since 2017 figures.

Challenge: Matching with many variables

Benefit: Improving confidence and onward referrals

Challenge: Why matches failed

Some matches struggled to meet for reasons such as; refugees being dispersed (moved) either 

within London or elsewhere in the UK, having their bike stolen or being in poor physical or 

mental health. One beneficiary even called us to let us know he could no longer meet his Bike 

Buddy because he had been detained in an immigration removal centre.

Benefit: The power of knowledge sharing and integration
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Beneficiaries

At first I afraid. I couldn’t ride my 
bike because I fell down. And your 
encouragement, and you give me 

confidence and I try and slowly but 
slowly. I had a lot of practise with 

you and I can change the gear. And 
I can ride with one hand! And I’ve 

come upside and down (hills).
 

Yes, I think I have a lot of big 
progress. I afraid of lake near the 

lake, but I lost my fear. And give me 
joy and happiness. I’m glad about 

it. I think I’m so lucky. I think it’s 
because of my children, because 

my son, I think I try because of my 
son. I take picture and send my 

children and they be happy of me.

I have a lot of free time and spend 
all the time at home...I want to see 

new faces.
 

Before I was at home, and only 
spent time in the house. Once a 

week, we go riding, it’s a good way 
of getting out.

 
After I came home, I feel so 

confident. I say "I can do it, I can do 
it!

I did a lot of cycling in Syria but there 
are more rules here!

 
Yeah, now I'm so confident, she 

taught me how to use different lanes. 
In my country we don't have lots of 

signs and lanes, so it was confusing.
 

It has definitely boosted my 
confidence on my bike. I now know 

how to cycle safely on my own. I also 
cycle to work every day.

 

It was a nice day, I wanted 
someone to help me fix my rail. My 
buddy didn’t know but she helped. 
We only met up one time but then 

discussed things via text which was 
very helpful.

We have been in Peckham. We 
went to Parliament, Elephant and 

Castle library. It was great to 
explore new parts of London.  She 

showed me new places.

Here, beneficiaries share their experience of having a Bike Buddy:



Volunteers
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I don’t think he has been using his bike 
much at all ... it was at the back of a 

shed. We soon discovered the tyres were 
pretty soft, but he had no pump which 
did solve to decision where to go first - 

the nearest bike shop.
It was about a mile away (we found a 

quiet route) and very friendly, so he’s now 
got somewhere close-ish for 

emergencies.

I enjoyed the exchange of his 
cultural experiences back in his 

home country and hopefully 
making him feel welcome in 

London.

 
We didn't do a ride due to my 

buddy's health problems. But we 
went to the Camberwell 

Subterranea as suggested. Am 
hoping that buddy will go there to 

combat social isolation & other 
problems as discussed with you.

A nice, relaxed initial encounter. We 
did several laps of a local park so 

that my buddy could practise. We 
stopped and played on the fitness 
equipment in the park, which she 

was delighted with - she hadn't 
noticed it before even though she's 

been there for 2 years, and she's 
going to use it from now on to get 

outside and develop strength.”

We had a lovely potter around the 
park. She saw parts of the park she 

hadn't been to before and was 
really excited to visit again with her 

son.

I had some of the free TfL cycle maps 
which I’ve given him and he soon saw it’s 

straightforward to work out quieter 
routes all over the place.  We also rode 

along the Grand Union canal for a bit, 
which he didn’t know and which he could 
use to get to parts of central London .... Eg 

Paddington and so on.

My Buddy hadn't ridden a bike 
since the age of 11 when she fell off 
her bike so we were really starting 

from scratch. At first she rode on 
grass with me running alongside 

her holding the back of the saddle. 
But by the end of the session [my 

buddy] was cycling on main paths 
with no support from me!

And here are some excerpts from ride reports and 

follow up surveys with volunteers who shared some of 

the challenges and experiences of being a Bike Buddy 

to our beneficiaries:

A Seeing them grow in confidence 
and understand how a bicycle helps 
them immensely. Managing to find 

the time to meet regularly
(my buddy goes to college, and in the 

summer months has no-one to look 
after her kids).

I enjoyed the chance to show a bit 
of humanity in a country which has 

some appalling policies towards 
welcoming refugees!



In the media
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Any media engagement The Bike Project does 
aims to raise the profile of our charity and offer 
positive representations of refugees and asylum 
seekers in the UK. 
 

December 2017: Giving, A Magazine by City A.M.

http://www.cityam.com/giving-2017

 

January 2018: The Bike Project: Actor and 

campaigner, David Morrissey enjoys a ride in 

Finsbury Park as our first Bike Buddy

https://thebikeproject.co.uk/pages/bike-buddies-

film

 

2018: Cycling Grants London: The Bike Project’s 

Bike Buddies Programme

https://cyclinggrants.london/casestudy/the-bike-

projects-bike-buddies-programme

 

July 2018: London Live: David Morrissey supports 

cycling charity's bid to win a national award

https://www.londonlive.co.uk/news/2018-07-

13/david-morrissey-supports-cycling-charity-s-

bid-to-win-a-nation-award

 

December 2018: Groundwork, Cycling Grants 

London

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PUFSOW7F_Wo

 

 

We have made a number of radio appearances, including BBC Radio London and 

appeared on the National Lottery Awards TV show (along with our new Patron and first 

ever Bike Buddy, David Morrissey who helped us make a promotional Bike Buddies film).   

In addition, Bike Buddies can be found featured in the following articles from 2018:

 

We also have a strong presence on social 

media including Facebook, Twitter and 

Instagram. In addition we send out a 

fortnightly newsletter which updates our 

followers with recent news, events and 

progress of our charity as well as ways in 

which people can support us.

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kb1zdbFNuM&t=3s
https://twitter.com/the_bikeproject?lang=en


Future plans
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Although we welcomed last year’s 80p increase in asylum support to £37.75 per week, 
the government’s Immigration Act is continuing to restrict refugees' and asylum seekers' 
access to housing and financial support, putting them in an increasingly vulnerable 
position where they are dependent on charitable aid. 

We aim to donate 1400 bikes in London in 2019 and are expanding to open a branch in 

Birmingham from where we will donate a further 200 bikes to refugees. We estimate that 

30% of adults (320 refugees in 2019) will need the support of a Bike Buddy after receiving a 

bike, therefore we are planning to expand our delivery in London to meet this increased 

demand and train our first cohort of volunteers from across the West Midlands.

 

This pilot has established Bike Buddies as a key driver of our social impact, helping our 

beneficiaries build confidence and knowledge of road cycling, reduce social isolation and 

become more independent. It is also a vital tool for integration between local volunteers and 

refugees in local communities. 

 

We were delighted that this was recognised by Team London awarded funding so that we 

can continue Bike Buddies into 2019 and offer refugees who've received a bike from us the 

vital support that only a local Bike Buddy volunteer can offer.

 

We plan to make some improvements to delivery to help overcome some of the challenges 

identified in the course of this pilot. This will include recruiting volunteers selectively 

according to availability and geographic areas where demand is higher. As part of our future 

volunteer inductions we plan to invite previous volunteers to  share their experiences and 

learning and have more social activities planned to connect our volunteers and buddies 

throughout the year. 

 

Finally, we are very grateful that some of our volunteers from the 2018 pilot are keen to 

continue with us as a Bike Buddy into next year. However, to help meet increasing demand 

we plan to recruit. train and induct a further 80 more volunteers. Anyone who is is interested 

should apply on our website: thebikeproject.co.uk/pages/bike-buddies

https://thebikeproject.co.uk/pages/bike-buddies
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Our supporters

The inaugural year of Bike Buddies pilot  has been made possible by the following 
funders. Thank you!

Cycling Grants London

People’s Postcode Lottery

Black Rock

M&G investments

Many other people have kindly supported this project. In particular, a huge thank you to all of 

our brilliant volunteers who've been so generous with their time, knowledge and love of 

cycling in London. Thank you also to our beneficiaries for embracing Bike Buddies and helping 

to make it a success. Thanks also to Vicky Carnegy-Arbuthnott, resident cycle instructor and 

Anthony Mealand, Impact Box.
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For further information about The Bike Project 
or the information contained in this report 

please contact:


